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Abstract: This paper aims to measure the performances of batsmen during first three session of Indian Premier League (IPL) Twenty-20 cricket
tournament. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method for multi-criteria decision making has been used
to evaluate the performances of batsmen. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) has been used for calculating the weights of the batsmen’s
criterion and One-way ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) has been used to measure the contribution of the different criterion which is further
combined with the AHP results to get the modified weight of each criterion. Finally, this article proposed a statistical based multi-criteria
decision making analysis which provides a comparison between the batsmen in three IPL and evaluate the overall performances of batsmen.
Keywords: Performance Measure, Twenty-20 Cricket, AHP, ANOVA, TOPSIS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the early 70’s Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA) was introduced as a promising and important field
of study for supporting decision makers who are faced with
making numerous and conflicting evaluations for both
quantitative and qualitative evaluation criteria together.
MCDA is a tool used to solve problems for selection from a
limited number of alternatives, involves sorting and ranking
according Kavita Devi et al [1]. According Carlsson [2],
MCDA requires inter- & intra- attribute comparisons, and
involve appropriate explicit tradeoffs. Some of the
commonly used MCDA techniques like Simple Additive
Weighting Model (SAW), Technique for Order Preference
by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP), PROMETHEE, ELECTRE, etc.
described by Muralidharan [3].
AHP, developed by Thomas L. Saaty in early 80’s [4, 5],
is a pair-wise comparison method that involves structuring
multiple choice criteria into a hierarchy for assessing the
relative importance of these criteria [6]. V.S.Lai et al. [9]
applied AHP to the selection of a multimedia authoring
system and Maggie et al. [10] used AHP for vendor
selection. An advantage of the AHP is that it is designed to
handle situations in which the subjective judgments of
individuals constitute an important part of the decision
process and its hierarchical structure is easy to understand.
TOPSIS is one of the most classical MCDA methods,
was first developed by Hwang and Yoon [7], and is based
on the idea that the chosen alternative should have the
shortest distance from the positive ideal solution and on the
other side the farthest distance of the negative ideal solution.
Hsu. Shih [8] presented the application of group TOPSIS for
incremental analysis to overcome the drawbacks of ratio
scales utilized in various MCDA techniques.
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One-way ANOVA [20] is a statistical test which is used
for comparing means of two or more independent normal
samples. One-way ANOVA produces an F statistic,
interpreted as the comparison of the variance amongst the
different groups with the variance amongst all individuals
within those groups.
Cricket is one of the most entertaining and favorite game
for many people. Because of its popularity, and the fun and
glamour involved in it, more and more people from all
around the world are becoming interested in this game.
Among different forms of cricket played at the international
level, Twenty20 cricket has become the most popular after
started IPL in India in the year 2008 by Board for Control of
Cricket in India (BCCI) [25, 27].
The paper is organized as follows: literature review has
been discussed in Section 2. Section 3 focuses on twenty-20
cricket and IPL. Section 4 presents the proposed
methodology and experimental result. Finally, section 5
concludes the paper followed by references.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There have been several studies on players’ performance
in cricket. For example, a single measure of bowling
performance in cricket is not good enough to judge and
hence combined bowling rate was proposed by
H.H.Lemmer [11] and again Lemmer modified the
combined bowling rate by dynamic bowling rate to measure
the performance of bowlers [13]. To asses the current
bowling performances of bowlers together with their career
performances the current bowling performance measure was
developed by H.H.Lemmer to select the rank of bowlers
[14]. In a very small number of matches, how batting and
bowling performance measures for ODIs can be adapted for
use in the first Twenty20 cricket world cup series have been
already developed by H.H.Lemmer [17]. A single measure
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was used to access the performance of batsmen in cricket
with the help of classification scheme was introduced by
H.H.Lemmer in 2004 [12]. Taking an account the strength
of the opponents H.H.Lemmer introduced suitable weights
with their batting performance and combined bowling
performance for rating the players [15]. Traditional average
of batsmen replaced by a statistic estimator of average in the
case of moderate and high proportions of not-out scores was
developed by Lemmer [16].
A graphical display for comparing the performances of
bowlers, batsmen and all-rounders are presented by Paul J.
van Staden [18]. Player valuations in the IPL by their
previous performance, experience and other characteristics
of individual players were done by David Parker and et al.
[19]. Yuan et al. [21] described a statistical racing technique
for algorithms comparisons which performed for a single
criterion, using Friedman [22] and ANOVA parametric
tests, with multiple comparisons. Garcia et al. [23] proposed
a mixed parametric/nonparametric procedure for comparing
the convergence of evolutionary algorithms, in a single
criterion framework and the observed data are tested by the
parametric test ANOVA.
MCDA [1, 2] provides an approach that is able to handle
a large amount of variables and alternatives assessed in
various ways and consequently offer valuable assistance to
the decision maker in mapping out the problem. AHP [4, 5]
is used to rank, select, evaluate and benchmark a wide
variety of decision alternatives. The scale ranges from 1/9
for the ‘least valued than’, to 1 for ‘equal’ and to 9 for
‘absolutely more important than’ covering the entire
spectrum of the comparison. The main uniqueness of AHP
is its inherent capability to weight a large number of
different factors, of different natures, including both
qualitative and quantitative data, in order to make a decision
based on a formal and numerical process. ANOVA [20], the
statistical analysis provides strengthen to the weights of the
criterion by their individual percentage of contribution to
decision making. TOPSIS [7, 8] is used for multi-criteria
analysis to provide the rank of the alternatives by relative
closeness between the positive ideal solution and negative
ideal solution.
III. TWENTY-20 CRICKET AND INDIAN PREMIER
LEAGUE (IPL)
Twenty-20 is a form of cricket, originally introduced in
England for professional inter-county competition by the
England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB), in 2003 [28]. A
Twenty20 game involves two teams; each has a single
innings, batting for a maximum of 20 overs. Twenty20
cricket is also known as T20 cricket. The IPL [25, 27] is a
professional league for Twenty20 cricket competition in
India. It was initiated by BCCI, headquartered in Mumbai. It
is currently contested by 10 teams consisting of players
from around the world. Its brand value is estimated to be
around $3.67 billion in fourth season. According to the
Annual Review of Global Sports Salaries by
sportingintelligence.com, IPL is the second highest-paid
league, based on first-team salaries on a pro rata basis,
second only to the NBA. It is estimated that the average
salary of an IPL player over a year would be $3.84 million.
The inaugural season of the tournament started on 18 April
2008. The final was played in DY Patil Stadium, Nerul,
Navi Mumbai. Every team played each other both at home
and away in a round robin system. The top four ranking
sides progressed to the knockout stage of semi-finals
followed by a final. Rajasthan Royals defeated Chennai
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Super Kings in a last ball thriller and emerged as the
inaugural IPL champion. The 2009 season coincided with
the General Elections in India. Owing to concerns regarding
players' security, the venue was shifted to South Africa.
Deccan Chargers, who finished last in the first season,
were big underdogs, but came out as eventual winners
defeating the Royal Challengers Bangalore in the final. In
the third session of IPL (2010), the first semi-final was won
by Mumbai Indians who defeated Royal Challengers
Bangalore by 35 runs. Chennai Super Kings defeated
Deccan Chargers in the second semi-final. The final was
played between Chennai Super Kings and Mumbai Indians.
Chennai Super Kings won by a margin of 22 runs in the
2010 session. Chennai Super Kings won their second
consecutive IPL title after defeating Royal Challengers
Bangalore by 58 runs in the fourth season of IPL (2011).
CSK had beaten RCB in the playoffs too while RCB
defeated Mumbai Indians to reach the final. This is the first
time a franchise has won two IPL titles, had four
consecutive semi-final visits, come to the finals three times,
and successfully defended their title. The top four teams
namely CSK, RCB, KKR and MI have also qualified for the
Champions League. Mumbai Indians are the current
Champions League Twenty20 champion 2011.
IV. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULT
By modifying our previous work [29] we proposed a
new methodology named as AHP-ANOVA-TOPSIS which
is used to handle the multiple attributes of batsmen to
measure the performance during first three session of IPL.
The steps of AHP-ANOVA-TOPSIS are as follows:
A. Establish the decision objectives or goals:
The batting statistics of batsmen for first three session of
IPL and the overall statistics which is readily available from
IPL website [26] are taken to be considered to establish the
rank of the batsmen according their performances during
first three session of IPL and overall rank of the batsmen.
B. Identify the alternatives:
Here the batsmen of IPL are the selective alternatives
and the following conditions are used for selection of
playersa. Batsmen who played all three session (I, II, III)
of IPL.
b. Batsmen played at least three innings in a
particular IPL session.
c. Batsmen who scored at least 10 runs in a
particular session.
C. Identify the attributes or criterion:
Batsmen attributes for performance measure are described
in the table-1.
Table-1: Batsmen Attribute and its description.
Attributes
/Criterion
INNS
NO
RUNS
AVG
SR

Description
No. of innings played by a batsman in a session.
No. of innings in which a batsman is not out.
No. of runs scored by a batsman in a series of tournament.
No. of Runs scored / Total no. of Out Innings. i.e.
No. of Runs scored / (INNS – NO)
Total no. of Runs scored / Total no. of Balls faced by a
batsman.

Twenty20 cricket tournament is a very limited over
match thus SR of batsmen is the most important attribute for
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players performance followed by AVG and RUNS of the
batsmen followed by INNS and NO innings of the batsmen.
All these attributes are positive attributes that is the higher
value of any attributes signifies better performance of

batsmen. The dataset consists of several attributes like
Player Name, Inns, NO, Runs, Avg, SR and Balls which are
clearly shown in the table-2(a) & 2(b).

Table 2(a): Batting Statistics for the players in IPL session-III and IPL session-II.

Table 2(b): Batting Statistics for the players in IPL session-I and overall up to session-III.

D. For each of the attributes assign weights to measure
the performance of the alternatives against each of these
and construct a decision matrix by the following steps of
AHP:
a) Perform pair-wise comparison according Saaty 9-point
preference scale (shown in the table-3).
b) Normalize the raw score.
© 2010, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

c) Calculate the Eigen value and Eigen vectors.
d) Perform the consistency check.
e) Computes the weight of the attributes (shown in the
table-3).
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Table 3: Pair-wise comparison of attributes according Saaty’s 9-scale.

Inns

Inns

No

Runs

Avg

SR

Weight

1

4

1

1

1/2

0.2013

1

1/3

1/2

1/6

0.0681

1

1/2

1/2

0.1638

1

1

0.2394

1

0.3275

No
Runs
Avg
SR

Reciprocal of
the upper part
of the matrix

E. Compute an overall contribution of each decision
attributes by the following steps of ANOVA (whish is
shown in the table -4 for IPL session-I).
a) It begins with a decision matrix having n attributes and
m alternatives.
b) Normalize the raw score.
c) Sum of the square of the raw score for each attributes.
d) Normalize the sum of the square of the raw score for
each attributes.
e) Divide the normalized sum by degree of freedom (no.
of alternatives – 1) to get the contribution of each
attributes.

Table 4: Calculation of ANOVA for IPL session-I.

F. Calculate the resultant weight for each attribute by the
following formula:

Wi R = normalized (Wi AHP × Wi ANOVA ×
(no. of alternatives))

(1)

The resultant weight for each attribute of batsmen for
IPL session-I is presented in the table-5.
Table 5: Normalized Resultant Weight of Attributes in IPL-I
Weight
Inns

NO

Runs

Avg

SR

From AHP

0.2013

0.0681

0.1638

0.2394

0.3275

From ANOVA

0.1813

0.2611

0.2076

0.1813

0.1688

Resultant

1.0949

0.5334

1.0201

1.3021

1.6585

Normalized

0.1952

0.0951

0.1819

0.2321

0.2957
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G. Compute an overall assessment measure for each
decision alternative by the following steps of TOPSIS (For
IPL session-I the calculations of TOPSIS are presented in
the table 6):
a) TOPSIS begins with a decision matrix having n
attributes and m alternatives.
b) Construct the weighted (derived from step-6)
normalized decision matrix.
c) Obtain the positive-ideal and negative-ideal
solutions.
d) Determine the separation distance between the
alternatives from the positive-ideal and
negative-ideal solutions.
e) Calculate the relative closeness to the ideal
solution.
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Table 6: Calculation of TOPSIS and the ranking of players for IPL session-I.

H. Rank the alternatives according step-4.7e:
By using this proposed methodology we evaluate the
performances and provide their ranking for IPL session-I, II,

III and also calculated the overall performances and the
overall rank of the players which is shown in the table-7.

Table 7: Ranking of the players during first three session of IPL and the overall ranking of the players.

© 2010, IJARCS All Rights Reserved
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The comparative chart of the ranking of players during
IPL session-I, II, III and overall ranking of players

according the best 10 overall players performance is
described in the fig.1.

SK Raina

MS Dhoni

DPMD
Jayawardene

SR Tendulkar

2009, 27

Overall, 10

2010, 19
2009, 18
2008, 4

2008, 6

2010, 8

Overall, 9

2008, 11
Overall, 8
2009, 5

Overall, 7

Overall, 6

2010, 2

2010, 3

Overall, 4
RG Sharma

Overall, 5

2009, 9

2010, 11

2008, 12

2010, 10
2009, 7
Overall, 3

2008, 1
Overall, 2

2009, 3

2008, 3
Overall, 1

0

2010, 1

5

2010, 4

10

2009, 8

2009, 10

2010, 13

2008, 14

15

2008, 9

20

2009, 11

2009, 21

25

2010, 21

2008, 26

2008, 28

30

YK Pathan

JH Kallis

AC Gilchrist

RV Uthappa

G Gambhir

Figure.1: Comparative ranking of the overall best 10 batsmen.

V.

CONCLUSION

In IPL session-I (2008) and session-III (2010) the Indian
batsmen performed better than the others but in session-II
(2009) the foreigner performed well. The performances of
SK Raina and MS Dhoni had been tremendously good for
the first three session of IPL. The performances of DPMD
Jayawardane and RG Sharma have been very good
throughout the IPL. JH Kallis, SR Tendulkar, DPMD
Jayawardane and V Kohli performances are gradually
increased and the performance of BB McCullam is
decreased from session-I to session-III. AB de Villars and
HH Gibbs obtain their best rank in session-II which played
in their own country, South Africa but they failed to perform
well in India. KD Karthik got his best rank in IPL-II. S
Badrinath, RV Uthappa and YK Pathan could not play up to
the mark in South Africa (IPL-II) and they obtained their
lowest rank in IPL-II. SC Ganguly and IK Pathan played
tremendously well in IPL session-III and got their best rank
in first three session of IPL, but in IPL-IV auction no IPL
franchises were bidding for SC Ganguly at first. Yuvraj
Singh, one of the best talented cricketers of India for limited
overs game who hit six sixes in a row in first twenty20
cricket world cup, could not play to his potential in first
three session of IPL. One of the best Srilankan cricketers
KC Sangakara’s performances had not been good enough
during the tournament. DJ Bravo, West-Indian allrounder’s
performance was very poor in all IPLs. Overall
performances of the Indian players’ were better than that of
the foreigners.
The selectors of Indian cricket team give chance to the
new young talents in the national team. For fare selection of
players this proposed performance measurement of batsmen
plays a very important role. Our proposed methodology is
also useful in IPL player’s auction to bid the appropriate
value of the player according their performances. Thus base
© 2010, IJARCS All Rights Reserved

price of the players is also calculated with the help of this
proposed methodology so that the players get their optimum
price. By this statistical multi-criteria analysis the players
improve their performances so that they get better
opportunity to select in the national team and also get the
maximum price in the auction. The same methodology is
also used for performance measure of bowlers and allrounders.
VI.
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